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Scale-free networks

Paper in Science, 1999



Scale-free networks

“A scale-free network is a network whose degree
distribution follows a power law.” (Barabási, Chapter 4)

For node degrees k = 0,1,2, . . . , the probability pk that a
node has k links is given by

pk = Ck−α



Scale-free networks

Figure 4.4 in Barabási, Chapter 4.



Broido & Clauset: Definitions

agreed: fraction of nodes with degree k follows a
power-law distribution k−a, where a > 1

a ∈ [2,3] (“ultra-small world”)

evolves by preferential attachment mechanism

power law only in the upper tail

power law is only more plausible than other distributions



Broido & Clauset: Data

ICON corpus of 927 network datasets from various
domains

4477 simple graphs

exclude graphs with ⟨k⟩ < 2 and ⟨k⟩ > √nmean degrees
(7376 extremely sparse and 12,146 extremely dense
graphs)



Broido & Clauset: Test

Fit a power-law model for each degree sequence
k1, k2, . . . , kn:

p(k) = Ck−α

α > 1, k ≥ kmin > 0
kmin is estimated to minimize Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
statistic:

D = max
k≥kmin

|E(k)− P(k|α̂)|

α is then estimated using maximum likelihood.



Broido & Clauset: Test

Test for plausibility of fitted model:

p-value estimated using semi-parametric bootstrap
approach

Synthetic datasets are generated using model
parameters to get null distribution of KS-statistics

p = Pr(D ≥ D∗)

If p < 0.1, reject power-law model for degree distribution



Broido & Clauset: Test

Test if power-law fit is better than alternatives.

compare fitted power-law to alternative distributions:
exponential, log-normal, power-law w/ exponential
cutoff, and stretched exponential (Weibull)

likelihood ratio test: R = LPL − LAlt

aggregate of test results from all simple graphs in
network data set



Broido & Clauset: Criteria

Super-Weak: For at least 50% of graphs, none of the
alternative distributions are favored over the power law.
Weakest: For at least 50% of graphs, the power-law
hypothesis cannot be rejected (p ≥ 1).
Weak: The requirements of theWeakest set, and there
are at least 50 nodes in the distribution’s tail (ntail > 50).
Strong: The requirements of theWeak set, and that both
2 < α̂ < 3, and for at least 50% of graphs none of the
alternative distributions are favored over the power-law.
Strongest: The requirements of the Strong set for at least
90% of graphs, rather than 50%, and for at least 95% of
graphs none of the alternative distributions are favored
over the power-law.



Broido & Clauset: Criteria

Broido & Clauset, Fig. 3



Broido & Clauset: Method Validation

We’ll come back to this…



Broido & Clauset: Results

Broido & Clauset, Fig. 6



Broido & Clauset: Results

Broido & Clauset, Fig. 7



Broido & Clauset: Results

Broido & Clauset, Fig. 7



Broido & Clauset: Results

Broido & Clauset, Fig. 7



Broido & Clauset: Results

“… across a large and diverse corpus, we find that it is
remarkably rare for a network data set to exhibit the strongest
form of direct evidence of scale-free structure…”



Broido & Clauset: Results

“… we find essentially no empirical evidence to support the
special status that the power law has held in network science
as a starting point for modeling and analyzing the structure of
real networks. Instead, it is an empirical fact that real-world
networks exhibit a rich variety of degree structures, relatively
few of which are convincingly scale free.”



Barabási’s Response

https://www.barabasilab.com/post/love-is-all-you-need

https://www.barabasilab.com/post/love-is-all-you-need


Barabási’s Response

“by 2001 it was pretty clear that there is no one-size-fits all
formula for the degree distribution for scale-free networks. A
pure power law only emerges in simple idealized models,
driven only by growth and preferential attachment, and free
of any additional effects.”



Barabási’s Response

“… fit a pure power law to every network, and ignoring what
the theory predicts for any of them. As it is difficult to find real
systems that are free of additional effects, it makes no sense
to fit indiscriminately a power law to all of them. One must fit
the distribution that the theory predicts, which is predictably
different for each system.”



Barabási’s Response

“… the theory predicts that in many real networks driven by
growth and preferential attachment, the degree distribution
should follow a stretched exponential (power law with an
exponential cutoff). If you look at Table II of Ref[1], BC find
that 51% of the networks they explored favor this distribution.
In other words, their measurements validate the theory,
contradicting their central claim.”



Broido & Clauset: Table II

Broido & Clauset, Table II



Barabási’s Response

“Even the exact model of scale-free networks, following a
pure power law, fails their test.”



Broido & Clauset: Appendix E

PA VC E-R
Super-Weak 87% 88% 16%
S-W w/o cutoff alternative 98% 99% 31%
Weakest & Weak 62% 74% 51%, 50%
Strong 60% 70% 0
Strongest 0 0 0



Broido & Clauset: Appendix E

Strongest category requires that 90% of the
simple-graphs follow a power law.

Out-degree sequences do not follow power law, so we
can get at best 2/3.

Example from Barabási’s response: citation networks



Discussion
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